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Abstract 

Internet of Things (IoT) will enable intelligent devices to interact with each other using existing Internet infrastructure to assist 

everyday activities of our life. In such applications accessing the devices securely and efficiently is an important function. In an 

IoT application there can be several devices involved and are accessed by many users with different privileges. In this paper we 

propose a public key cryptography that uses a combined key to access a particular set of devices by a particular user. The novelty 

is that one can combine any set of secret keys and make them as compact as a single, but encompassing the power of all the keys 

being combined.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet is like a digital fabric that is woven into the lives of all of us in one way or the other way.  The new internet 

emerging is not just about connecting people but it is about connecting things. So it is named Internet of Things (IoT)[8]. The 

thing refers to any natural or physical object that can be assigned an IP address and provided with the ability to transfer data over 

a network. Here things interact and collaborate with other things. The main challenge in IoT is connecting various applications 

and technologies in one coherent network. IoT find its applications in many areas like retail business, logistics, military, 

environment surveillance and healthcare.  

The sensor devices are the key components in many of the IoT applications. The number of sensors and devices deployed in 

this scenario expected to reach billions in number by 2020. When we connect billions of devices to the internet, we are basically 

providing billions of entry points for the hackers to hack into the system. The applications like pervasive health care, assisted 

living share sensitive data and any leakage of information could harm the privacy of the users. So security and privacy becomes a 

big challenge in IoT. The RFID powered sensor devices play a big role in the Internet of Things. These devices are capable of 

sensing the changes in the environment and communicate, dialogue and interact with other internet enabled devices or services to 

serve in many real life applications of IoT. However these devices have resource constraints like processing power, memory etc.. 

Hence an efficient and lightweight solution is required to implement a security mechanism. And also only the authenticated users 

must be allowed to access the devices in these environments. Since centralized approaches have several drawbacks in real IoT 

deployment, an efficient distributed model is required. People will accept these deployments only when they are secure and 

trustworthy. In order to meet the above challenges, we present a novel combined key for scalable device access control in 

Internet of Things. The Elliptic Curve Cryptography is used to provide a lightweight solution to security as it produces short but 

efficient key as compared to other cryptographic technique. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes 

related work, Section III describes Implantation of our proposed work and Section IV discusses experimental results. Finally the 

Section V ends up with conclusion and future work in this area. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The IoT in future Internet provides a number of services to assist the living of humans. However the commercial deployment of 

IoT is limited by the security aspects. As the number and heterogeneity of devices and sensors increases security becomes a 

bottleneck. The data over the network can be communicated securely using cryptographic techniques. In these only authenticated 

users are allowed to access devices in an application of IoT. Assigning and managing keys to access devices and distribution of 

keys over an unsecured Internet is a challenge. The smart sensors used in a typical IoT have severe resource constraints hence 

most of the proposed works use centralized approaches where a central entity is responsible for managing authorization 

mechanism. Some of the centralized access control mechanisms proposed such as RBAC and ABAC models have several 

drawbacks in a real IoT deployment. These traditional access control mechanisms have lack of flexibility, usability and 

management of device which are managed by non experts. Some works such as that carried out in [2] [3] proposes a distributed 

mechanism built on public key cryptography in order to cope with some of IoT related challenges. Here the smart things 

themselves can make fine-grained authorization decisions. The use of public key cryptography best fits the requirements of IoT 
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to provide a distributed solution. Certain IoT applications demand an efficient scalable device access control so that a specific set 

of devices accessed by a specific user of the system. In our proposed work a combined key is used for efficient scalable device 

access control in Internet of Things. 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is one of the most important technologies used in the IoT as it can store sensitive data, 

wireless communication with other objects, and identify/track objects automatically RFID authentication is one of the most 

critical security services for IoT implementations in the healthcare environment. The existing various ECC based authentication 

schemes are analyzed to identify a suitable a suitable ECC-based RFID authentication scheme [1]. The performance metrics such 

as computational cost, communication cost and security requirements of ECC based authentication schemes are compared and 

analyzed. Only three recently proposed ECC-based RFID authentication schemes [2][10][11] are able to satisfy all the security 

requirements. They have acceptable computation and communication costs making them suitable for use in IoT applications 

deployed in the healthcare environment. However, none of the ECC-based RFID schemes reviewed in this work proposed a 

suitable security model for RFID systems to demonstrate that these proposed schemes are provably secure. Most of them are still 

vulnerable to different types of malicious attacks. To ensure secure communication (using ECC-based techniques) in an RFID 

system, it is necessary to construct a suitable security model for ECC-based RFID schemes first. Then, an ECC-based RFID 

authentication schemes need to be designed, which are provably secure in the security model. 

A more secure and efficient scheme is proposed to address the security flaws such as covering all the security flaws tag 

forward privacy, mutual authentication, and server authentication[2]. The security of the proposed improved protocol is proved 

using the random oracle model. In comparison to the related schemes, the proposed scheme not only is secure against well-

known cryptographically attacks, but also provides more security features. However, the total computation of the improved 

protocol seems to be high for a RFID system. Therefore, reducing the computational cost especially for tag side need to be 

improved in future work. It can be achieved by using pre-computing techniques. 

A distributed capability-based access control mechanism is built on public key cryptography in order to cope with some of IoT 

related challenges [3]. Specifically, the solution is based on the design of a lightweight token used for access to Constrained 

Application Protocol (CoAP) Resources, and an optimized implementation of the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm 

(ECDSA) inside the smart object. The proposed design and optimizations for ECDSA have made possible its development and 

evaluation over a real platform based on the Jennic / NXP JN5139 chipset. The time required for the evaluation of the scenario 

has been 480.96 ms, making it totally feasible for a real environment. 

The security and privacy preservation are the main concern for all the stakeholders involved to trust and use the IoT 

deployment in real life. The devices connected to IoT work in an unsecure environment. Hence the security and privacy 

preservation still remains as the barriers for the IoT deployment on a broad scale. The existing systems are analyzed to find out 

their performance metrics. In the proposed system a better performance is tried to achieve so that it is practically deployable. 

III. MOTIVATION 

IoT is an emerging technology tapping smart things to the internet which communicate and collaborate with other smart things 

making our real life easier and smarter. It is an amalgamation of many technologies and applications. Internet is an open 

environment. Connecting billions of devices to the internet provides billions of entry points for attackers to attack system. 

Therefore security, safety and privacy are an important concern for all stakeholders of IoT to trust and use IoT. The RFID 

powered sensor devices play a big role in the Internet of Things. These devices sense the changes in the environment and 

communicate, dialogue and interact with other internet enabled devices or services to serve in many real life applications of IoT. 

These sensor devices are constrained by processing power, memory, and power and energy source because of their small size. 

This is  motivating to design a light weight distributed security, safety and privacy preservation system for the successful 

deployment of IoT in many real life scenario (for example pervasive health care, assisted living, smart cities etc) with a full 

acceptance of all stakeholder involved. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The security, safety and privacy preservation are the main concern for all the stakeholders involved to trust and use the IoT 

deployment in real life complex scenarios like pervasive health care, assisted living and other applications that produce sensitive 

data and share personal details. In these applications, data must be transported securely and any leakage of information could 

harm the privacy of the users. The devices connected to IoT work in an unsecure environment and devices are influenced by 

other devices with same or contradict function. If the conflicts in the services are not detected may cause safety issue. The above 

factors are still remaining as the barriers for the IoT deployment on a broad scale. Hence it is required to address security, safety 

and privacy in IoT which can be made possible by proposing a light weight distributed security model with privacy preservation.  

The proposed work is to design a suitable lightweight distributed security model to ensure secure communication in an RFID 

system and prove that the system is user acceptable. Privacy is another key concern to protect user sensitive data. Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography provides a smaller key with high level of security as compared to RSA. It is more suitable for designing a 

lightweight security system. Attribute based encryption is a type of public key encryption in which the secret key of a user and 

the ciphertext are dependent upon attributes. In such a system, the decryption of a ciphertext is possible only if the set of 
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attributes of the user key matches the attributes of the ciphertext. The above two algorithms will be used in combination to 

improve the security [3].  

The system architecture is shown in Fig 1. The basic operations to access the devices is explained in the following steps 

 Issue Access Token 

The access controller or the owner initially issues access token for the user of the system. The token includes a combined key to 

access a particular set of devices in the system. The token is shared with the user using public key cryptography. The Access 

Controller signs this token by using Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm. The process of how to generate the token is 

outside the scope of this document. For example, in some contexts, the generation of this token might require a previous 

authentication process between the Access Controller and the User.  

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

 Device Access Request 

Once the user has received the Access token, it attempts to access the device. For this purpose, it generates a Device Access 

Request, in which the combined key is attached.. Finally, the User also signs the request itself using ECDSA algorithm. 

 Device Authorization Process 

When the Device receives the access request, the authorization process is carried out. First, the application checks the validity of 

the token and then the Access Controller signature is verified and User is authenticated.  

 Device Authorization Response 

Once the authorization process has been completed, the Device generates a response based on the authorization decision. In the 

case of a unauthorized request, an Unauthorized response is returned, indicating that the User is not authorized to perform the 

requested action. Otherwise, the user is allowed to access the device. 

V. OUTCOME OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system enhances security by implementing a RFID authentication scheme for IoT satisfying all the security 

requirements. The proposed RFID authentication scheme reduces the communicational cost, computational cost and the storage 

requirements which are important characteristics for practical applications. It enhance privacy for communication within groups 

in IoT so that a trustworthy system could be deployed. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented some challenges regarding security and privacy preservation that need to be overcome for a full 

acceptance by all stakeholders involved in the future scenarios. Additionally, a decentralized and lightweight security system to 

control access to devices in an IoT scenario has been presented in order to cope with the challenges about security and privacy. 

This solution has been implemented taking into account the severe constraints of the existing smart objects in terms of 

communication and processing power. Our proposed design uses combination elliptic curve cryptography and attribute based 

encryption to provide a strong and light weight security and privacy preservation model for RFID based IoT system. The future 

work is focused on exploring additional features of our distributed model and its suitability for different IoT use cases.  
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